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I EVERY ROAD IS. A AfTlJROAD

The Value, of “Complete”
YOU never raise a barn without including the cost of a 

roof—to make it complete.
You never buy a wagon without including the cost of the tongue—to make 
it complete.
You should never buy an automobile unless everything needed to make it 
complete is included in the price advertised.

aM&Xtt&l—Ghe Proof
$850 is the limit of your Maxwell investment. All the dollars that you might spend for 
"acceaaaories” so often necessary would not make the Maxwell more comfort-creating— 
more finished—more complete.
Compare the Maxwell with what you had 
expected to find in an absolutely high-grade 
automobile of proven performance for $850 
Read the list of features that go to make toe 
Maxwell complete—all are yours without 
extra cost when you buy a Maxwell.
And the after-cost—the Maxwell again stands 
for the utmost in motoring economy. By 
actual records, based on sworn affidavits 
and the unsolicited reports of thousands of
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owners, the Maxwell has established undis
puted supremacy for low gasoline consump
tion— low oil consumption—excess tire 
mileage — low repair bills.
Think what this means. For $850 you can 
own a powerful, fast, hrndsôme, depend
able, full five-passenger automobile.
You can know its benefits without incurring 
the high expense that is part of most auto
mobiles of equal size and completeness.
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Maxwell Motor Company of Canada. Limited
Dept. C. P. WINDSOR. ONTARIO
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